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OUR Safety MISSION: Help each other enforce safety rules to ensure that every person on construction site 
goes home safe and healthy at end of the workday. 
 
Calendar of Events – Learn more  
AGC/DBIA Member Breakfast Meeting 
Wednesday, April 28, 2021 7:30 am-9:00 am Scott Conference Center--Hybrid Event 
Construction Supervision Fundamentals 
April 30, May 7, May 14, 2021 Ashland Golf Club, Ashland, Nebraska 
UNL Student Chapter Annual Golf Outing 
Friday, April 30, 2021 10:30- am5:00 pm Holmes Golf Course, Lincoln NE 
 
COVID-19 Resources Update Updated information with quick references available. 
 
 
Construction Safety Week, May 3-7.  
The theme is Holistic Safety: Be Present. Be Focused. Be Safe. Our commitment to staying safe and focused on 
the job is a point of pride and strength that runs across our entire industry. In order to ensure holistic safety, 
we must strive to create both a physically and mentally safe environment and make every aspect of our 
wellbeing part of our safety culture and programs. We must prioritize both physical and psychological safety in 
the workplace, and how together, they play an important role in our relationships with our team members and 
with our ability to bring our safest, most productive, best selves to work every day. 
 
 
WHY FOCUSING ON WELLNESS CONTRIBUTES TO SUCCESSFUL MEETINGS 
The pandemic launched a major trend that shows no signs of slowing down. 
For meeting planners, a key lesson learned from the pandemic is that wellness is not just a personal priority—
it’s critical for bottom lines, too. Now, attendees expect to meet, break, and network in ways that support 
their health and wellbeing, so it’s crucial for businesses to adapt and accommodate in accordance with this 
new normal. That’s why smart organizations are investing in keeping their employees healthy—not just safe 
from COVID-19, but healthy in a holistic way. And that overall commitment to wellness is manifesting as a 
significant trend in meetings and events in 2021 and beyond. “The past year has been such an eye-opener to 
the fact that health is one of the big things we can control, and that [it] has the most impact on our lives,” says 
Scott Cook. Wellness affects all things in our lives, and we must integrate it into everything we do—even more 
so now with the broader focus on keeping people healthy, both mentally and physically, so we can all get back 
up and running.” 
 
What Wellness Looks Like At Meetings 
Incorporating wellness into meetings has already taken on many forms—and there’s no wrong way to do it. It 
might be a mindfulness exercise, a fitness break, a healthier menu or even just moving a larger portion of the 
program outdoors. “Our bodies are not made to be in fluorescent lighting for nine hours a day, just sitting and 
looking at a screen,” Cook says. “Doing that too long in an unbroken stretch zaps your energy, your focus, your 
creativity. So, we try to break it up.” Programming offered does so, for instance, with quick stretches and 
meditations as breakouts in the middle of the day. This provides opportunities to get up and move and resume 
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the day with a refocused frame of mind. Wellness-focused programming has “always been a big part of what 
we do,” Cook points out. He notes the full range of fitness amenities, a fresh juice bar, mountain-view lawn 
yoga, and other healthy options the staff has been “integrating since day one.” The culmination of any number 
of these options makes a big difference, according to Cook. “You feel good, you get some fresh air, you get a 
little vitamin D. Mentally, you’re going to be sharper, you’re going to communicate better with those around 
you—and these mindset shifts make meetings much more effective.” 
 
The Shift In Corporate Culture 
Organizations must demonstrate that they care about their employees’ overall wellbeing, not just protecting 
their physical health, to enable them to work toward company goals. A focus on wellness is also a must for 
attracting and retaining top talent, who seek a commitment to these things from leadership now more than 
ever. “It becomes part of the company culture when a company focuses on employee wellness and wellbeing,” 
Cook explains, citing scientific research supporting a wellness-centered approach to meetings. “It shows that a 
company cares about its workers, and that benefits the goals of the organization. Employees end up being 
more creative and better at what they do.” Additionally, Cook says that he receives overwhelmingly positive 
feedback from groups that prioritize these sorts of programs. “They provide wellness opportunities to reset 
and find people are more focused and more creative in their approach to problem-solving when they have that 
wellness break,” he says. The wellness trend, Cook observes, is becoming more entrenched in the fiber of 
meetings, forecasting many more outdoor events and health-focused programs going forward—well beyond 
your typical meetings trend. “The pandemic really did shine a light on everything that’s important,” he says. 
“Health, family, and work alike. With all of those things in mind, it’s clear that wellness will remain a priority at 
meetings well into the future.” 
 
 
Safety Initiative Goals:  
As an AGC Nebraska Building Chapter member, are you participating with:  

• 100% of all AGC members and other contractors on AGC jobsites enforcing OSHA standards as they 
apply to falls, electrical safety and possible another topic. 

• 100% of all AGC members will have set their own company goals to improve safety in their firm and 
have a way to measure progress towards the goal. 

• 100% of all AGC members will encourage and support all contractors on their jobsites to set their own 
company goals for improving safety. 

 
 

https://www.cspinet.org/protecting-our-health/nutrition/healthy-meetings

